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Introduction The rise of quality and sustainability concerns has driven organizations to develop 
strategies to preserve our world for future generations.[3] Management of organizational 
disciplines, including sustainability, lean concepts, quality, etc.,[4] often has been 
delegated to SPs since this department influences essentially every functional area 
within an organization.[5]

As such, SPs have a unique opportunity to be a high-level organizational influencer, 
due to their value-added expertise in the environment, social, and governance (ESG) 
discipline. As ESG champions, SPs can assist with the strategic direction and growth of 
financial and investment ambitions within an organization. Key attributes of an SP who  
is also an ESG leader include:

[1] Safety Science, “A roadmap to professionalism: Advancing occupational safety and health practice  
 as a profession in the United States,” October 2019.

[2] Taylor & Francis Group, “Safety and human resource law for the safety professional,” 2019.

[3] IEEE Software, “Safety, security, now sustainability: The nonfunctional requirement for the 21st century,”  
 May-June 2014.

[4] Manuele, Fred A., “On the practice of safety (4th ed.),” 2013.

[5] Taylor & Francis, “Workplace safety and health: Assessing current practices and promoting change  
 in the profession,” 2014.

Formulating ESG vision, mission, and operating principles and strategy.

Driving key sustainability initiatives, including net-zero strategy development, 
quantifying climate-related risk, leading greenhouse gas (GHG) mitigation 
strategies, achievement of science-based targets, and corporate reporting.

Optimal positioning of the organization for stakeholders and potential investors.

Safety professionals (SPs) 
have been protecting the lives 
of workers for ages, but their 
integral role was validated only 
in the last quarter of the 20th 
century.[1] Occupational health 
and safety (OSH) regulations, 
standards, and guidelines 
now provide a clear mandate 
for worker safety as part of 
an organization’s structure, 
goals, and culture to drive 
sustainable outcomes.[2]

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ssci.2019.04.018
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ssci.2019.04.018
https://doi.org/10.1109/MS.2014.22
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01
What is ESG?

Socially conscious investors follow ESG criteria to assess potential investments[6] 
based on socio-ecological performance, not financial or profit performance.[7]  
ESG focuses on an organization being responsible to society, and often includes the 
following metrics:

Environmental
How an organization performs as a steward of the global environment

Social
How an organization cultivates relationships with employees, suppliers, 
customers, and the communities in which it operates

Governance
How an organization navigates leadership, pay scales, audits, internal 
controls, and shareholder privileges[8]

[6] Journal of Management Science and Engineering, “Social responsibility portfolio optimization incorporating  
 ESG criteria,” March 2021.

[7] AMS Review, “Addressing socio-ecological issues in marketing: Environmental, social and governance (ESG),”  
 June 2021.

[8] Journal of Cleaner Production, “Industry 4.0-based dynamic social organizational life cycle assessment to target  
 the social circular economy in manufacturing,” December 2021.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmse.2021.02.005
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmse.2021.02.005
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s13162-021-00201-3
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jclepro.2021.129439
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jclepro.2021.129439
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What is ESG? 
(continued) 
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Companies need to evaluate, control and report on these ESG risks in similar fashion 
to financial risks, providing shareholders and investors the best and most timely data 
and metrics. Many organizations struggle to proactively address traditional, known 
risks, let alone new, emerging, and imprecise risks in the often difficult-to-quantify 
ESG space.[9]

However, SPs can help here, which gives SPs new chances to influence their 
organization in new, high-impact areas. SPs are ideally positioned to oversee this 
process, as dealing with ESG-related matters are part of their day-to-day workload.

Whether it’s a request by a potential or current hiring client for ESG information, or a 
lender or investor inquiring about ESG performance as a precondition for access to 
capital, the organization’s SP should have the knowledge and confidence to advise 
on next steps. SPs also can advise the client to engage a subject matter expert, and 
should proactively seek new tools and professional development as part of their role 
as the ESG leader. 

[9] Journal of Risk Management in Financial Institutions, “Winning a seat at the ESG table,” 2021.

https://stoneturn.com/insight/winning-a-seat-at-the-esg-table/
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02
Why is ESG Relevant?

ESG has recently become the standard sustainability risk lens through which capital 
providers view organizations in which they want to invest. 

In conjunction, a 2022 EY survey[10] found that 82% of U.S. CEOs see the adoption of 
an ESG program as a value driver to their businesses. The EY study also found ESG 
management as a top-three area of concern for U.S. organizations, surpassed only by 
digitization and supply chain.

Of note, top three risk areas are intertwined, particularly in the data collection and 
analysis for ESG reporting and the impact supply chain has on ESG metrics.

U.S. organization “risk radar,”  
with risks of highest concern  
closest to the center circle

(Image from EY, 2022 CEO survey)

[10] EY, “The CEO Imperative: US executives recalibrate risk radar,” January 2022.

https://www.ey.com/en_us/ceo/ceo-survey-2022-us-findings
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03
Organization-specific 
ESG Requirements

 An organization’s ESG risks vary based on industry, location, ownership structure, 
size, and the social environments around it. Voluntary ESG reporting frameworks 
exist, including The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), The Carbon Disclosure 
Project (CDP) and the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB),[11] as do 
mandatory government and industry ESG reporting regulations and requirements.[12] 
In fact, more than 270 voluntary and 350 mandatory ESG reporting provisions were 
identified at the end of 2020.[13]

[11] International Sustainability Standards Board, “About the International Sustainability Standards Board,” 2021.

[12] Persefoni, “Carbon Disclosure Mandates are Coming: Here’s What You Need to Know,” 2022.

[13] Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) and the University of Stellenbosch Business School, “Carrots & Sticks 2020 –  
 Sustainability reporting policy: Global trends in disclosure as the ESG agenda goes mainstream,” 2020.

https://www.ifrs.org/groups/international-sustainability-standards-board/
https://insights.persefoni.com/rs/127-LQR-688/images/PSFI-eBook-CarbonMandates.pdf
https://research.vu.nl/ws/portalfiles/portal/111479833/carrots_and_sticks_2020_interactive.pdf
https://research.vu.nl/ws/portalfiles/portal/111479833/carrots_and_sticks_2020_interactive.pdf
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04
ESG Stakeholders  
and Expectations

According to the GRI, ESG stakeholders[14] include:

[14] Global Sustainable Standards Board, “GRI 1: Foundation 2021,” 2021.

 • Business partners and suppliers

 • Civil society organizations

 • Consumers

 • Customers

 • Employees and other workers

 • Governments

 • Local communities

 • Non-governmental organizations

 • Shareholders and other investors

 • Trade unions

Managing stakeholder expectations is unique for every company. Organizations 
must decide how material each ESG element is to success and sustainability, 
then implement a commensurate ESG program to control risk and capitalize on 
opportunity. This is an exercise in risk assessment and risk management – a familiar 
function of SPs. 
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High 
Probability

Low  
Impact;

High 
Probability

High 
Impact;

Low 
Probability

Low  
Impact;

Low 
Probability

High 
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Probability

Low  
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Probability
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Low 
Probability

Low  
Impact;

Low 
Probability

Risk and Opportunity 
assessment using standard 
risk assessment methodology 

(Admin, 2021)



Here are some of the metrics particular stakeholders may seek:

 • Business partners and hiring clients expect to obtain the related carbon 
footprint and other ESG performance data from their supply chains, in order to 
share this information as part of their ESG reporting. The CDP estimates that 
92% of the carbon footprint of organizations lies within their supply chain.[15]

 • Good safety management statistics and results are key data hiring clients 
expect from their contractors to reduce their liability.

 • Consumers may be interested in the human-rights performance of a company – 
for example, a fashion brand’s record on labor practices, etc.

 • Employees may be interested in equity and diversity practices in companies, 
and superior performance in this area could influence the success of attracting 
and maintaining talent.

 • Shareholders and other investors are interested in a wide array of ESG criteria 
needed to determine the sustainability risk that the organization may pose to 
their investments.

SPs are best-equipped to deliver on these expectations and position their 
organization in the most optimal fashion to each set of stakeholders, given their 
position as ESG champions and access to all the data. Important note: ESG 
expectations bring both risk and opportunity, and both need to be considered.

04
ESG Stakeholders  
and Expectations
(continued) 
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[15] Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP), “Transparency to Transformation: A Chain Reaction, CDP Global Supply  
 Chain Report 2020,” February 2021.

https://www.cdp.net/en/reports/downloads/5554
https://www.cdp.net/en/reports/downloads/5554
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05
Understanding and 
Applying ESG Elements

ESG topics are wide-ranging and SPs require a broad understanding of these topics 
if they are to engage all stakeholders with intent. Recurring themes and subtopics are 
prevalent across the many frameworks, requirements, and regulations. The schematic 
below highlights common themes.[16]

ESG elements are simply additional risks and opportunities based on stakeholder 
expectations, combined with the unique industry and geographic requirements they 
trade in. It is usually not sufficient to address ESG elements contained in only one 
framework, as there are likely many frameworks that apply to an organization with 
differing requirements and emphasis. 

Environmental Social Governance

• General 
 environmental

• Water usage

• Energy usage

• Waste management  
 & recycling

• GHG emissions  
 & carbon footprint

• Diversity

• Pay equity

• Human rights

• Commitment to  
 the community &  
 volunteerism

• Workplace health  
 & safety

• Employee training  
 & development

• Board capability

• Business ethics

• Data privacy

• Information security

• Business continuity

• Purchasing  
 & finance

• Quality  
 management

Common ESG Topics (Veriforce, 2021)

[16] Veriforce, “ESG Risk Management & Compliance.”

https://veriforce.com/esg-risk-management-and-compliance
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06
ESG Risks and 
Opportunity 
Assessment

Materiality is essentially the line of demarcation  

between what matters (is material) and what doesn’t 

matter (is immaterial), or at least what matters minimally. 

Material issues are those which affect your performance 

as an organization, affect customer needs, can influence 

your ability to attract/retain employees, suppliers etc.  

and do not violate ethics or legal statutes.

Identify ESG risks and opportunities. 

Identify which of the ESG risks and opportunities are relevant. This is the 
process of determining the materiality of the ESG risks and opportunities.[17] 

 All ESG topics do not apply equally, or at all, to every organization at every 
point in time.

1

“ “SPs may use a standard, step-by-
step risk-management approach to 
evaluate various ESG requirements. 
Here are the three steps: 

[17] ESG | The Report, “What is Materiality in ESG?” November 2021.

https://www.esgthereport.com/what-is-materiality-in-esg/


06
ESG Risks and 
Opportunity 
Assessment
(continued) 
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2 Prioritize ESG elements.

Once materiality has been determined, ESG risks need to be minimized 
and ESG opportunities need to be pursued in varying degrees. In 
similar fashion to safety risk management, the level of maturity of each 
element (low to high) should be addressed. A standard risk assessment 
methodology, utilizing metrics such as likelihood and consequence, will be 
adequate to determine those levels. 

During the assessment, SPs may find some material ESG risks being 
addressed elsewhere in the organization, under another project with a 
different name to the ESG topic. Completing this process – referred to as 
“inventorying” – will ensure that there is no duplicate or unnecessary work 
done on the same ESG risk/opportunity through multiple projects (S. Keyes, 
personal communication, March 12, 2022). For example, organizations may 
already have initiatives and programs around safety, cybersecurity, and 
data privacy. These existing programs can slot into the overarching ESG 
initiative as is.



06
ESG Risks and 
Opportunity 
Assessment
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Implement relevant controls and capitalize  
on opportunities.

SPs can assist with developing ESG administrative controls, policies, and 
procedures. Outside the traditional safety responsibilities, as an ESG leader, 
an SP could work with human resources to develop an Equality and Diversity 
Policy or collaborate with management to develop a Child Labor and Modern 
Slavery Policy.

Managing ESG risks are no different than managing other organizational 
risks. “Safety professionals require expert level; domain safety knowledge, 
knowledge worker skills and a critical understanding of the technical and 
social nature of risk.”[18]

For GRC (Governance, Risk and Compliance) management, ESG program 
elements should be integrated into ERM and safety-management systems 
such as ISO 45001 to foster company-wide consistency.  They also can be 
managed using available GRC platforms. 

3

[18] Safety Science, “Bureaucracy, influence and beliefs: A literature review of the factors shaping the role of a  
 safety professional,” October 2017.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ssci.2017.06.006
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ssci.2017.06.006
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07
ESG Reporting

Should an organization fail to produce an ESG or sustainability  report, stakeholders 
will seek other sources, and may find one of the more than 140 rating agencies  
that collect publicly available information to create proprietary ESG reports and 
ratings.[19] These reports and ratings are often based on information that could be 
outdated or inaccurate.

Therefore, it is in the interest of organizations to ensure that they have updated, 
accurate, and thorough ESG data shared in the public domain in order to 
control how stakeholders rate and evaluate them. One of the main objectives of 
implementing an ESG program is to ensure that stakeholders receive the correct 
information about the organization to meet their various expectations and thereby 
reduce the risk or enhance opportunities for the company. Once again, SPs are  
in position to champion these efforts.

[19] The Impact Investor, “8 Best ESG Rating Agencies – Who Gets to Grade?” June 2022.

https://theimpactinvestor.com/esg-rating-agencies
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Summary As ESG spreads, so do your responsibilities to report 

The adoption of ESG reporting standards continues to spread across industries and 
geographies, and there is a growing call from some stakeholders for mandatory ESG 
reporting in most mature markets globally. Large, listed, and multinational companies 
who aren’t already doing so will need to report on ESG programs, and it will trickle 
down to small and medium organizations. Organizations that are not already reporting 
ESG data will be expected to start, particularly if they are part of a larger supply chain 
and need to support their clients’ ESG reporting requirements.

SPs are expertly positioned to assist or lead these efforts as ESG consultants of 
first instance. SPs have good institutional knowledge of their clients and their own 
organizations and can use familiar risk assessment and management protocols 
and methodologies to identify, create, and maintain certain components of the ESG 
programs. SPs must be flexible in their contributions of expertise to incorporate safety 
management system concepts within the totality of the ESG program. Should SPs take 
the step to expand their professional offerings, they must be willing to invest time into 
their own development and learning regarding ESG, as it is a rapidly developing and 
fascinating field.
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